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Miami, Florida
Dinner KeyNoon

Dear Mother,
Honestly, 1 have been -under such a nervous strain lately
that I haven't had the energy to sit down and write you or anybody
else a decent tetter, Tou cant imagine Just how hard it was to take
examinations and be thrown Into a -fast-moving organization tike this
everything moves at a terrific rate of speed. In the last few
months Pan—American
has developed Aiirways
from a passenger clipper
sirlineto the serious business of carrying government (army and navy)
materialsj in fact there is such a rush that everyone has too much
to do, and with so many of the men taken into the army, the new em
ployees are in the majority...the old ones left are too busy to take
time out and explain anything, so it is just a matter of taking the
reins in your own hands and possibly suffering the consequences...it
is impossible to avoid making mistakes now and then, and when we do make
them, we are cussed from a to z. We are not treated as girls but just
as if we were the men who left and whose places we are trying to fill.
Every night I go home completely exhausted, but already, * am beginning
to take it a little easier and not let it worry me. I suppose yrou still
wonder just what it is I do...well, I think I wrote you that Mr. Whalton's
Secretary is sick, and I've been put in his office for the time being
to help him in any way 1 can until she comes back. Ordinarilly, I would
be in the Flight Watch Offled at the radio telephone taking and sending
messeages to and from the planes. The pilots during the course of a
Tllght have to call to the Air Base here at dinner key, giving their
altitude, location, weather up above, etc.; and we take their messages
over lhe radio pY\one. Then we have to put on our uniforms and go
out to wave a Hag and give the planes the landing signals. The office
1 m in is very cool and pleasant. I sit by the window which looks out
on the oceqn. It is an exciting sensation to hear and she the big planes
come in all day.
If Marbha had been down here this week, she could have had
a job starting offfat a hundred dollars per month. I had told Mr. Whalton
about her, and he asked me where she was a few days later. When 1 told
ham that she was in Mississippi, he said that's too bad ad we could
probably use her. Another girl very much on Martha's type got the job.
Lately, I haven't done anything much. Two nights Ada and I
went bowling, ^ast night I had a date with a person that bored me to
death. I was hardly decent, but as is usually the case when I'm hot bery
interested, he wanted to come back to see me. I don't especially like
Florida to tell you the truth. Most of the people down here are damyankees
and don't feel the same way that I feel about things. Most of the time
I like it, but lately I've been a little homesick. I've been thinking
how nice it would be to sit down at the table at home and eat something
good. Food here is very high, and not good when you get itl

Miami is
uniform. The Navy
Three sailors have
country boys. One
good cooks.

an Army and ^avy town now. Every other person is in
officers look very attractive in their white dress uniforms.
an apartment next to ours, and they are all just plain~
night they asked us to eat supper with them. They are pcetty

I haven't much time. Please don^t worry about my not writing. I'll
try to do better.

Love,

